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Drone footage has emerged showing thousands of people waiting for food parcels in a 4km queue in 
Centurion, South Africa. 
 
The footage was taken on Wednesday, as thousands of residents of the Mooiplaas and Spruit informal 
settlements in Centurion, on the outskirts of the capital Pretoria, waited to collect some 8,000 food 
hampers, leading to calls for further Government assistance. 
 
Activists such as Yusuf Abramjee have stated that the footage elucidates the extent to which those who 
had scraped a subsistence living before the COVID-19 pandemic have found themselves in even more 
dire economic straits. 
 

 
 
Click on link to view footage, then continue reading below: https://extra.ie/2020/05/01/news/world-
news/footage-shows-thousands-awaiting-food-parcels-queue-south-africa 
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Mr Abramjee explained that approximately 90% of the inhabitants of the informal settlements are not 
South African nationals, and many are undocumented migrants from neighbouring nations like 
Zimbabwe. 
 
Consequently, the residents of settlements like Mooiplaas and Struit do not qualify for Government 
food aid, as the South African authorities struggle to provide for the large numbers of citizens living in 
conditions of poverty that have deteriorated further as a result of pandemic lockdown restrictions. 
 
The charity initiative distributing food parcels on Wednesday was launched by the Tshwane Muslim 
Community, as well as the Sutherland Ridge, Ikon park and Westhills business communities. 
 

 
  
Drone footage has emerged showing thousands of people waiting for food parcels in a 4km queue in 
Centurion, South Africa. 
 
It is believed that 8,000 food parcels were distributed on Wednesday to some 12,000 families. 
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Speaking to Reuters, Mr Abramjee asserted: ‘That just shows you the levels of desperation that we have. 
I’ve not seen anything on this scale, not these levels of poverty and hunger in South Africa. It’s 
heartbreaking.’ 
 
South Africa has now spent five weeks in a state of strict lockdown, during which period the country’s 58 
million residents have been required to stay at home apart from essential trips. 
 
 

 
  
The footage was taken on Wednesday, as thousands of residents of the Mooiplaas and Spruit informal 
settlements in Centurion, on the outskirts of the capital Pretoria, waited to collect some 8,000 food 
hampers, leading to calls for further Government assistance. 
 
South Africa has so far registered 5,350 confirmed coronavirus cases, including 103 fatalities. 
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